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This document is one of four reports on york performed

by the Institute for Defense Analyses for the Office of the

Assistant Secretary of Defense (FDserve Affairs) since August

1965 under Task Order T-N2-266, *Reserve Component Training

Technology. While the task is concerned vith the reserve

cmponents (Cs) of all the Services, our effort to date has

been focused on the Army Guard and the Army Deserve.

This first reporte ID Paper P-l971, (1) describes the

methodology of our Investigation of Army KC training, (2) pre-

sents a statistical description of the environment for that

t training, and (3) provides other information that we expect

to be useful for our continuing look at the Army WeF.

The second report. IM Paper P-1972, *Training State of

a Group of Amy Combat Servio Support Units (M)W (1987), is

an aesemat of the state of training of Guard and Deserve

units that perform combat logistics functions, i.e., maintenance

and movement of equipment, supplies, and personselt it is the

only one of the four reo that is classified (confidential).

An evaluation of tank gunnery devices is described in our

third report, IDA Papor P-1973o 68imulation Trainers for Tank

Gunnery (1967).•

The fourth report, ZDM Nomorandmm Deport *-255, "Initial

Aseesment of Mintenance Training of Army Reserve Components.e

(1967), to a preliminary exmination af Army C maintenance

training to "ientify area(s) for analysis.
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SUNKAR! AND DISCU3SSION.
C

The relative costs of Active forces and Reserve forces
*make Guard and Reserve units increasingly important in defense

planning. With the inception of the Total Force policy, the

training objectives of Guard and Reserve units became the
same10 as those of Active units with similar missions. This
paper is a progress report on Phase 1s Army reserve components
(RCs)v of a study of technology and procedures to Improve
training programs of the reserve components of the services.
The study methodology for Phase 1 is expected to be used in
subsequent phases that examine the Navy and the Air Force.'

The other side of the economic coin that applies to the
Reserve forces is loe time and equipment than the Active
forces have for training, fewer training areas, and poorer

training facilities. These factors plus geographic dispersion

of Guard and Reserve units make the training environment much
C different from that for Active forces.

The density distributions of several large-population MOSs
(see Section 11) Illustrate quantitively a dominant character-

istic of the Army RC environments a dispersion of many small
C training target pop ulations. Combined with low expected utili-

zation of equipment (by soldiers with limited availabiliti for
training) this dispersion makes lou-ost-pertraine a design
Imperative, for RC training devices.

C Although we have develeped a methodology for Identifying

cost-ef fect ive devices, (s* fig.- 1)9t it is too early to make
invstment reocomdtimn for spescif ic training applications.

r0Fe cr iovestigetoe Indicates that the capabilities and
C cost of Ineractve, Mioo uske that equpment especially



attractive for Army RC training. To illustrate the potential

of interactive video, let's, consider some new developmental

devices.

EXAMPLE: The heart of Guardfist 2, an artillery

trainer in full-scale development, is a single video-

disc system that provides realistic scenery, targets,

and explosion graphics for the artillery forward

observer to call for and adjust indirect artillery and

mortar fires. Guardfist 1, a full-crew tank gunnery

procedures trainer, which is also being developed, will

include three videodisc systems--one each for the tank

commander, the gunner, and the driver--that similarly pro-

vide realistic scene-target imagery, which can be used

to depict surrogate travel and thus create simulated motion.

The -COFT is also a tank gunnery procedures trainer,
which uses computer-generated imagery. The £-COFT develop-

ment was completed in 1986; its ongoing procurement implies

Army satisfaction with its cost-benefit specifics. The cost

and effectiveness of Guardfist 1 have not been estimated;

nor has the similarity of M-COFT and Guardfist 1 been

analyzed in terms of task-training capability. While

many tasks may be common to both trainers, we expect that

other tasks can be trained on one device but not the other.

Let's set aside for a moment the fact that we

have not yet analyzed the training effectiveness of

Guardfist 1 and N-COPT,l but use our analyses of the

costs of Guardfist 2 and N-COFT. If the 3el ratio

of the number of videodisc systems for Guazdfist 1

1 These are two of five tank gunnery simulators that were
subsequently examined in IDA P-1973.

8-2
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and Guardfist 2 is used as an indicator of the rela-
tive life cycle costs (LCC) of these trainers, the

LCC per trainee1 of Guardfist 1 is one-sixteenth of

the LCC per trainee of.K-COPT (see Section III.F.2).

1LCC per trainee is on average, undiscounted cost divided
by the number of personnel slots (or billets), each of
which is assumd filled by a soldier-trainee, in the table
of organization and equipment of the unit using the device.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. BACKGROUND

Under the Department of Defense's Total Force Concept,
performance standards and training objectives for Guard and

Reserve units are the same as those of Active units with sim-

ilar missions. However, the differences in costs of full-time

and part-time forces and in opportunities for learning and

practice associated with current training timetables for these

forces make it necessary for the services to use different

training strategies for active components and reserve compon-

ents (Guard and Reserve). There is general agreement that

strategies for training the reserve components (RCs) have not,
in many cases, provided units with personnel trained well

enough to meet their service performance standards (for example,

see Ref. 1, a recent Defense Science Board report). Thus, the
I Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Reserve Affairs)

and the Institute for Defense Analyses have undertaken, in late

1985, a study of major elements of those strategies, viz.,

training technology and training procedures.
0

B. OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this OASD(RA)/IDA study are to (1)
identify significant shortcomings (if any) in the use of

technology, training devices, and procedures to train the RCs

of all services and (2) make proposals for the development

and acquisition of cost-effective training devices and

procedures needed to train the RCs.



C. SCOPE

Because of particular congressional interest in nonsystem

training devicesl for the Army Guard and Reserve, the first

phase of our study is concerned only with the Army RCs. In

this study, "Reserve means the Selected Reserve category of
the Army's Ready Reserve) thus the individual Ready Reserve,

which consists of Ready Reservists not belonging to the

Selected Reserve, is not considered.2

Due to time and resource constraints, our attention has
been directed to the major cost elements of Army AC training.

Thus, our study focuses on sustainnent and unit training, vis-
a-via institutional training, and on enlisted personnel only.

This report is a prose-form version of analyses and infor-
mation previously included in an OASD(RA) report to Congress

on future requirements and acquisition of nonsystem training

devices for the Army RCs early in 1966, when our study effort

had been underway for about four months. The analyses are
(1) a logical decision path for selecting training devices

and procedures and (2) a statistical description of the Army
RC training environment. The information presented in this

report documents our data collection and evaluation efforts

through early 1966 and is related to those analyses and/or
is expected to be used in our future work.

1 A Ononsystim device supports general military training, or
more than one system or item, or several different types of
equipment (an example: KILUS, Nultiple Integrated Laser
Ingagement System). A "systemm device is designed for use
only with a specific system or item (an example: N48 tank
Turret Trainer). This study will consider both types of
training devices, as appropriate.

2 Nor are the other major catgories--vis. the Standby Reserve
and the Retired Reserve--of the Army Reserve considered.

2



D. APP3OCU

Insmuch as identifying technology and procedure. to

meet training meds of the service Wce means finding the most

promising training investments, our study strategy involves

evaluating both the effeoctiveness and conto of training media.1

Our methodology is outlined in Fig. 1.

muNow rmT

II

1 Selection of a ".ediim," or equivaeontly a training device,"
implies slection of an encompassing instructional system. e

in which coursvaere (whilch is te substanc to be learned)
and software (which calls up the coursausre as needed and
controls the medium according to an instructional strategy)
are arranged to advantageously use caailities of the ,
medium (e.g., printed maiterial, audio-visual equipment,
videodisc, etc).

3O
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11. TMAINING MVIV)BUT

our initial study effort examined how Army RC training
Sneeds are shpe by the RC environment. We want to describe

i I statistically the principal characteristics of that environ-

; heats-viz., training time, geographic dispersion, and facility
s uitability--othtthi imqpct on the utility and cost of

training devices and procedures can be measured.

After receiving basic training of I weeks and initial

skill level training of varying length--fram several weeks to

more than a year depending on the military occupational

specialty (NOe)--by the am institutional training process

used for their Active Army counterparts, Ileservists and

Guardsman join their RC units, where they receive training to

refresh and improve their skills.

A general idea of the overall problem of sustainment and

unit training in the Army RCs is conveyed by some aggregate

statistics More than 600,000 soldiers with over 400 NOSs

in approximately 6,900 units1 at nearly 4,000 stations (Guard

armories and Reserve centers). Nre specifically, the Army

National Guard (AMIG) has 3,457 units and 2,858 armories, the

f average armory accommodates 148 enlisted personnel. The Army

Reerve (USAR) has 3,438 units and 1,098 reserve centersi the

I ,

I A "unit" is a battalion or equivalent-level organization or
a a oeampnV battery, platoon# detachment, or tern, which is not
an organic element of a battalion.

4
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average population per center is 202 enlisted personnel. in

_ l both the AUG and the USAR, many armory/center populations

reflect a variety of NOSs, few billets of any single NWS, and

few experienced instructor NCOs (non-com issionod officers).

And in both the ADMG and the USAR during 11 months of the year,

£ the RC soldier availability for training (2 days/month) is 10

percent of the 20 days/month availability of his Active Army

counterpart; it is 50 percent for the month in which the

Reservist/Guardsman is on 2-week active duty.

In order to determine the effect of environmental factors

on Army RC training, a sample of NOSe was selected for exemi-

nation in a two-step process. Table I shows the current

authorized strengths, by component, of the 32 career management

fields (CM?.), that the Army has established to administer

clusters of related MOSs. In the first step in selecting our

NOS ample, 13 of these CNS were found to have combined ARNG

and USAR populations greater than the corresponding active Army

populations. Second, after arbitrarily replacing CMP 97, Sand,

by CNP 31, Coiu nications Blectronic Operations (because of the

greater expected utility in combat of CN 31), the la gest pop-

ulation NOS in each of the 13 large-population CNi's was selected

for the study sample; Table 2 indicates that these 13 NOSe

account for between one-third and one-half of the populations of

each Amy component.

£ | Density distributions of the large-population NOS ample

were developed by an IDA computer progrm that aggregated

authorised strengths and calculated average populations (i.e.,

authorized strength populations) from personnel data from the

I Amy's PRMaACS (Personnel Strength and Compoition System)
data base. The data are valid for the end of FN 194S. The

dispersed nature of the RC environment is illustrated by

Tables 3 through 7, which show the nmber of stations and

C

Ci I



the average populations for skill levels 1 through !5,
respectively, for the 13 NOSs.2

* 1 Skill level identifies skills, proficiency, or ability--level
of qualification-tyically required for successful performr-
ano at the grade with which the skill level is associated.
Levels of qualification are ideontified by the numbers 00
through 0 . Skill level 00 is used with an NWS to identify
personnel undergoing training for award of a primary MGS.
The following relationahip exists between skill level (al)
and gradts of 1 - 33 and 14v *1 2 - Upg al 3 -g sl* 4 -371
sIa 5 - a and as (not. 2).

211 Chemoent population for a"nW in Table 2 will differ
slightly from the sum of populations of any MGB in Tables 3
through 7# where average population was rounded to the
nearest whol* embr.
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I

III. MEDIA SELECTION
I

Our progress report on media selection is presented in
the same sequence as the media selection procedure outlined

in Figure 1.

A. TRAINING TARGET POPULATIONS

Three bases are used for selecting target populations
for training. First, the large-population MOSs used to.

develop density distributions also provide target populations
for gauging the cost-effectiveness of alternative training

devices and procedures. Second, since some important tech-
nologies available for training might not be appropriate for
the large-population MOSs, other MOSs that are associated
with current or soon-to-be-available training devices that

reflect advanced technologies may be selected. And third,
special attention will be given to maintenance MOSs inasmuch as
many RC soldiers repair or service trucks, armored vehicles,

helicopters, electrical and electronic equipment, and weapons
of all kinds. Table 8 shows that the current authorizedI
strength of combat service support, which includes maintenance
personnel, is especially heavy in the Reserve. For our

sample set of 13 MOSs, 23 percent (MOSs 11B, 13B, and 19E)

are in combat arms; 31 percent (MOSs 12B, 31K, 54E, and 62E)
are in combat support; and 46 percent (MOSs 63B, 64C, 71L,
76Y, and 94B) are in combat service support.

1

14
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TABLE 8. CURRENT ARMY AUTHORIZED STRENGTH--
POPULATION FRACTIONS BY FUNCTION a

COMPONENT

FUNCTION ACTIVE GUARD RESERVE

COMBAT ARMb 0.31 0.34 0.15

COMBAT SUPPORTc 0.25 0.24 0.23

COMBAT SERVICE SUPPOR1'- 0.44 0.42 0.62

TOTALS 1.00 1.00 1.00

a Source: PERSACS (Ref. 3)

b In udes CMFs 11, 13,16, 18,19,23,27,67, and 93.

c Includes CMFs 12,28,29,31,33,51,54,81,95,96,98, and part of CMF 74
. (MOSs 34C, -F, -H, -K, -L, -T, -Y, and -Z).

d Includes CMFs 55, 63, 64, 71, 76, 79, 84, 91, 92, 94, 97, and part of CMF 74
(MOSs 74D, -F, and -Z).

II
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C

B. TASK IDENTIFICATION

C
An NOS designation implies that a soldier has certain

skills, each of which implies abilities to perform a set of

tasks. Each KOS typically encompasses several dozen tasks,

4 which are identified in a "Soldier's Manual," where each

task is typically composed of multiple subtasks. For skill

level 1 soldiers in our 13-NOS sample, the average number of

tasks per MOS is 71. As an example of the types of tasks

that are associated with an MOS, Tables 9 and 10 indicate,

respectively, the common tasks and those specifically related

to the MI01AI (105mm towed howitzer) for a skill level I

Cannon Crewmember, NOS 13B (Ref. 4). Tables 11, 12, and 13

indicate the common tasks and the MI01Al specific tasks for

MOS 13B skill levels 2, 3, and 4, respectively.

C. CHARACTERISTIC LEARNING EXPERIENCES

Learning is generally categorized as either cognitive or

psychomotor in nature. Cognitive learning includes memorization,

rule learning, rule using, identification and classification,

a and making decisions. Psychomotor learning includes skill

mastery and positioning movements. Many tasks require both

types of skills.

Experiments and experience in learning indicate that, to

* provide equal training effectiveness, tasks with increased

complexity and length of the cognitive or psychomotor aspects

require increased training and practice.

In order to estimate the effectiveness of alternative media

I for learning NOS tasks, the cognitive and psychomotor elements

of these tasks have to be identified. Whatever measured

results of learning experiments and experience are available

will then provide a basis for estimating media effectiveness

on the common denominators, viz., cognitive learning and

pyschomotor learning, of the MOS tasks.

16
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Of the average 71 tasks per I05 (skill level 1) in the

13-408 sampls, 68 tasks Involve both cognitive and psychomotor

learning; two involve only cognitive learning, and one involves

only payebootor learning.

D. MEDIA OPTIOUS

Two groups of media are being examined8 (1) media

currently used by the Army and (2) now media devices that

embody advanced technology.

1. Current Ne41
The Army Training and Doctrine Command (TUADOC) identifies

nine categories of extension training materials1 , which are

indicated in Table 14, for all components--Active, Guard, and

Reserve. A TRADOC-provided listing for the 13 simple NOS*
contains approximately 2400 item among these nine categories.

A TRADOC catalog relating these materials to tasks has reportedly

been completed, but is not yet available for distribution.

While the cost and effectiveness of all extension training

materials are of interest, the focus of this investigation is

primarily on training devices.

2. New Technolony

Omlbdded trainers, artificial intelligence, computer-
based instruction, interactive television, interactive

videodiecs, and telecommanications are only a partial list of
new technology opportunities for Army training.

hile other hardware and software examples of nw

technology might also be mentioned, it seme most logical for

1 For sustaimnt and unit training vie-a-vie institutional

training.

22
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this study to investigate a set of topical training devices
that incorporate some types of new technology that appear par-

ticularly relevant to the RC training environment. Table 15

lists several candidates for cost-effectiveness investigation.

E. MEDIA EFFECTIVENESS

Our analyses of effectiveness and costs will use Army

analyses wherever possible. As a prerequisite for development

of a training device, the Army performs a Cost and Training

Effectiveness Analysis (CTEA) to support a system training

device requirement or a Training Development Study (TDS) to

support a nonsystem training device requirement. 1

A CTEA or a TDS contains a training device cost-effective-

ness analysis and analyses of other factors as well: (1) new

skills and knowledge needed to operate and maintain the

device, (2) suitability of the device to train the target

population, (3) changes to the current training programs to

make best use of the device, (4) development of a new training

program, (5) changes to training facilities, and (6) compati-

* bility of the proposed device with existing systems (Ref. 5).

Reviews of CTEAs and TDSs will provide opportunities to
examine information used by the Army in its training investment

analyses. Where necessary, we expect to perform independent

£ effectiveness analyses.

Our consideration of new technologies persuades us that

interactive video and telecommunications would be especially

well-suited for delivering quality-controlled, standardized

$ training to geographically dispersed locations. Interactive

video, with tape or disc storage, can show step-by-step

operating, servicing, or repair processes with detailed two

or three-dimensional graphics that depict a training object

This prerequisite is sometimes waived.

24
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from any view with any level of detail. Feedback and control

capabilities of interactive video systems can give the viewer

the perception of active participation in the operating, ser-

vicing, or repair process, even though he or she controls the

training device but not the training object (which might be

actual equipment or a model).

With training by telecommunications, expert, charismatic

instructors could simultaneously teach several dispersed groups.

Arrangements could be made for student-instructor interaction

as in the Army's *School of the Air* concept.

While there seems to be general agreement among profess-

ionals concerned with learning--instructional system designers,

behavioral psychologists, training managers, and teachers--that

interactive video and telecommunications hold great promise as

training technologies, a number of tests and analyses are

needed in selecting either medium for a specific application.

These tests and analyses would facilitate such design choices

as "Interactive video or telecommunications?" and *If inter-

active video, tape or disc storage?" and compare training effec-

tiveness of the new technology choice with that of current media.

F. MEDIA COSTS

Our cost analysis involves (1) collecting generic cost data,

(2) collecting cost estimates of specific training systems, and

(3) using both sets of data to develop simple predictive models

of the relative costs of alternative training strategies. Our

effort so far has been devoted to the first two tasks.

1. Generic Costs

Our cost structure provides for these major cost categories

of a training system: research and development (R&D) costs,

investment costs, and operating and support costs. Elements of

these categories and the general sources of cost data are
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indicated in Table 16. Costs for these elements are being
collected from three source categories: (1) hardware and soft-

ware costs related to advanced technology equipment; (2) fore-

cast costs related to advanced technology equipment; and

(3) costs of similar items that are now, or will soon be,

available commercially.

a. R&D. The R&D cost category contains the element

"Hardware R&D" and other elements, which collectively are

labeled "instructional system development (ISD)." We have not

yet collected any Hardware R&D cost data.

Man-hour and cost estimates of courseware development, one
of the ISD elements, are shown in Table 17 (from Ref. 6). The

estimates are based on a cost rate of $50, in FY 1986 dollars,

per person per hour. Some estimates (e.g., those for interac-

tive computer-aided instruction) are based on advances in other

related fields. However, they are particularly valuable as
indicators of the relative costs of various advanced technology

devices.

To compare advanced technology systems to current systems,
man-hour and cost data from a Navy study (Ref. 7) are also

presented as mexisting technology" in Table 17. These latter

data, which have been modified to separate design costs and
development costs and to reflect organizational overhead,

indicate the costs (in FY 1986 dollars) incurred in the ISD
process by the Navy in the late 1970s. While the comparison

of two sets of estimates developed separately must be undertaken
with care, a ratio of about 5:1 for course development using

advanced technology training devices rather than existing

technology appears reasonable based on data collected so far.

b. Investment. General statements about the ::ocurement
costs of advanced technology training systems can be misleading

for two reasons. First, there are a wide variety of different
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systems with different equipment requirements. Second, some of

a these system are just becoming operational (e.g., videodisc)

or are still in development (e.g., intelligent computer-aided

instruction). However, some insight is available both from the

general literature and from specific programs under development.
g Interactive videodisc is a technology that is expected to

be very important in future Army training programs. The train-

ing medium will be an EIDS (Electronic Information Delivery

System) unit, which consists of a videodisc player and a micro-

computer or microprocessor that perform input, memory, data-

processing, and output functions. The Army expects that the

average unit cost of a large EIDS procurement will be about

$4000 in FY 1986 dollars. The significance of this unit cost

is that EIDS or systems like it are expected to be the main

equipment of numerous future training devices.

While simulators usually range in cost from 20-65 percent

of actual equipment costs (Refs. 8 and 9), a similar rule of

thumb for the cost of computer-based instruction is more

elusive (Ref. 10).

Table 18 shows some investment estimates that are based on

costs of commercially available equipment. Many of the postu-
C lated computer-based training delivery systems are direct spin-

offs of commercially available, or soon-to-be available, equip-

ment. The main point here is that technology transfer from the

commercial sector can provide low-cost, highly capable equipment

that is well-suited for the dispersed populations and low equip-

ment utilization rates of the Army RC training environment.

The last item in Table 18 is a key to understanding the

possibilities for obtaining inexpensive hardware, and for

gaining insight on future hardware, software, and courseware

tradeoffs. Simply stated, the price of a given level of com-

puting power has fallen 20-25 percent a year every year for

C the last 30 years. But software and courseware productivity

Cgrowth is reported at 4 percent per year (Ref. 11). This
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maens that, for a fixed system, software will become the
primary cost-driver. To achieve lower cost systems, future

designs may see trade-offs of ardware for software.

C. Onerstim OWG Samort. Operating and support coasts

are a key component of the total life-cycle cost of a training

system. Much of the overall savings expected from advanced

technolog training devices is based on decreases in course

length or instructor requirmnts and consequently les total

pay for students and instructors.

Table 19 shows some operating and support cost estimates

that are available from the literature. For training systems

still under development, these costs are not known with cer-

tainty. For earlier versions of computer-aided instruction

(CAI) and simulators, estimates of cost savings are about 30
percent in comparison to conventional instruction (efs. 9

and 17). The majority of these savings cme froam the intro-

duction of individualized instruction embodied in the delivery

system and not from the existence of the computerized instruc-

tion alone (let. 17).

Total instructor requirements fall with decreased course

length, all other things being equal. The incorporation of

subject matter expertise into computers and/or simulators

should also result in less instructor time per student hour,

but the evidence is fragmentary and not conclusive.

Savings on other operating and support costs may result

in significant life-cycle cost differences between training

options. For example, the O&S costs of flight simulators are

8-10 percent of the cost of operating the aircraft being

simulated (Rsf. 16).

Table 20 indicates the data and analysis that are still

needed in our investigation of generic costs. An important

finding in our data search is that there is a lack of cost data

on computer-based training (CST) devices. This circumstance is
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due in part to the relatively recent introduction of CDT (cok-

pared to weapon systems in which coMputers are critical elements)

and in part to the fact that much of the work is done within

existing budget categories, which, because of cost aggregation,

preclude identifying CDT costs. Past findings of a similar

nature have resulted in a proposed cost taxonomy to correct

these cost analysis problems (see Ref. 19).
Large cost elements and areas of potentially large cost

differences are highlighted in Table 20. Our current weakness

in cost data will be somewhat corrected as specific devices,

such as, M-COFT and Guardfist 2, the only specific devices on

which we now have cost data, are analyzed.

2. Costs of Specific Devices

Some of the costs that are being developed for specific

training devices are contained in Tables 21 and 22, where cost

per unit, cost per trainee, and life-cycle cost are shown for

the Mobile Conduct of Fire Trainer (N-COFT) and the Guard Unit

Army Device (Guard) Full Crew Interactive Simulation Trainer

(Fist) for Artillery (Guardfist 2).1 The cost estimates were

adjusted to FY 1986 constant dollars using OSD-Comptroller2

inflation indices (Ref. 24). Life-cycle cost per trainee is an

average, undiscounted cost divided by the number of personnel

slots (or billets), each of which is assumed filled by a

soldier-trainee, in the table of organization and equipment of

the unit using the device. Operating and support costs are

based on an equipment life of 20 years.

The H-COFT is a trailer-mounted version of the COFT, a

gunnery simulator that trains tank commanders and gunners of

main battle tanks and Bradley fighting vehicles. The M-COFT

uses computer-based visual simulation technology to produce

1 Data sources are Refs. 20-23.
2 OSD = Office of the Secretary of Defense.
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full-color action scenes in which the tank commanders and

gunners practice operational procedures and target acquisition,

identification, and engagement. The mobile adaptation of COFT,

whose R&D cost of $28M is sunk, is designed to meet special

needs of the ARNG.

The Guardfist 2 is a portable training device that will

support individual training of artillery FOs (forward observers)

and interactive training of all elements of the field artillery

team--gun crew, fire direction center personnel, and FO. The

device will present moving and stationary ground targets with

realistic background scenes on a video monitor for the FO to

call for and adjust indirect artillery and mortar fires. In

addition to realistic background scenery, this interactive-

video-based system can superimpose (on that scenery) targets

and explosion graphics from its visual data bases. Full scale

development of Guardfist 2 is expected to be completed by

FY 1989."

Cost-per-trainee figures are based on the number of

personnel in these specific battalions: (1) Tank Battalion

equipped with K-is, TOE1 17235J420, 228 personnel with KOS

19K; (2) Tank Battalion equipped with M60s, TOE 17235J410,

236 personnel with NOS 19E; (3) Mechanized Infantry Battalion

equipped with Bradley fighting vehicles, TOE 072435J410, 438

personnel with llN or 19D MOSs; and (4) Field Artillery

Battalion, 155mm Towed Howitzer, TOE 06125H000, 419 personnel

with MOSs 13B, 13E, and 13F.

The K-COFT (M-1 or M60) will be assigned to a battalion

whose typical composition is four companies located at

different and separate stations. Army utilization factors

indicate that each company will require two weekends to

provide M-COFT training sessions for all its personnel, after

which the trainer will be towed to another company-station.

$
1 TOE table of organization and equipment.
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Thus, each 19K soldier (M-i) or 19E soldier (M60) would get

six M-COFT training sessions per year. The $31,000-$32,000

cost over 20 years for a M-i M-COFT or a M60 M-COFT means the
total cost per trainee is about $1,500 per year, or $250 per

training session.

We do not yet have cost estimates for Guardfist 1, a full
crew tank gunnery simulator, which, like M-COFT, will provide

procedural training for tank gunnery, and which, like the

Guardfist 2 artillery device, will be based on interactive
videodisc technology. But whereas Guardfist 2 uses a single
videodisc system, the Guardfist 1 will include three video-

disc systems--one each for the tank commander, the gunner, and

the driver.

For a quick, conservative comparison'of bottom-line costs

of Guardfist 1 and M-COFT, let's suppose the 3:1 ratio of

videodisc systems for Guardfist 1 and Guardfist 2 is used as
a first order indicator of the relative life-cycle costs of
these trainers. From Table 22, the life-cycle cost per opera-

ting unit for Guardfist 1 would be 3 x $151K = $453K. So LCC
per trainee would be $453K * 236 soldier-trainees in an M60

tank battalion and $453K + 228 soldier-trainees in an M-1 tank
battalion. These LCC-per-trainee figures of $1919 and $1987,

for the M60 and the M-I, respectively, compare to $31,400 and
$32,300 in Table 21 for M-COFT. The 16:1 advantage in LCC per

trainee makes Guardfist 1 an attractive device for detailed

cost-effectiveness analysis.

£
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IV. FINDINGS

The density distributions of several large-population MOSS

illustrate quantitatively the principal characteristic of the

Army RC environmentz a dispersion of many small training target

populations.

Because of limited availability of Guardsmen and Reservists

for training, low utilization is expected for training equipment

in the Army RC environment.

Population dispersion plus low utilization of training

equipment make low-cost-per-trainee a design imperative for

Army RC training devices.

The capabilities and costs of interactive video make this

equipment especially promising for RC training applications.
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